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QUESTION 1
Which deliverables should be base lined during the second phase of the MSF Process Model? (Choose two)
A. Vision/scope
B. Project charter
C. Master project plan
D. Technical specification
E. Initial risk assessment
F. Master project schedule
Answer: C, F
Explanation:
The deliverables for the second Phase of the MSF are:
1. Functional Specifications
2. Risk Management Plan
3. Master Project Plan and Master Project Schedule
Microsoft White Pages MSF Process Model V 3.1
QUESTION 2
The goal of the MSF Planning Phase is to create the ______.
A. Vision/scope, project plans, and project schedules
B. Design goals. project structure, and project schedule
C. Testing approach, project budget, and project pilot plan
D. Business case, technical specification, and project charter
E. Localization plan, vision/scope, and project master schedule
F. Design goals, project structure, and project testing approach
G. Solution architecture and design, project plans, and project schedules
Answer: G
Explanation:
the planning phase is when the bulk of the planning for the project is completed. During this phase the team
prepares the functional specification, works through the design process, and prepares work plans, cost estimates,
and schedules for the various deliverables.
Microsoft White Pages MSF Process Model V 3.1
QUESTION 3
When managing scope, it is always best to _____.
A. Defer new features to later releases.
B. Make sure the customer is satisfied.
C. Make sure user effectiveness is enhanced.
D. Consider the risks of changes to the scope.
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E. Allow those building to solution to manage it.
Answer: D
Explanation:
Managing scope includes clarifying the scope early and good project tracking and change control.
Microsoft White Pages MSF Process Model V 3.1
QUESTION 4
The team can assess the needs of those who will be directly impacted by the deployed solution by drafting
which recommended element of the vision/scope document?
A. Test cases
B. User profiles
C. Project scope
D. Solution concept
E. Vision statement
F. Stakeholder map
G. Problem statement
Answer: B
Explanation:
The design process gives the team a systematic way to work from abstract concepts down to specific technical
detail. This begins with a systematic analysis of user profiles (also called "personas") which describe various
types of users and their job functions
Microsoft White Pages MSF Process Model V 3.1
QUESTION 5
Which deliverable of the first phase of the MSF Process Model defines the approach the team will take in
organizing and managing the project?
A. Project plan
B. Team role/cluster map
C. Project charter document
D. Project structure document
E. Software development plan
Answer: D
Explanation:
The project structure document includes information on how the team is organized and who plays which roles
and has specific responsibilities.
Microsoft White Pages MSF Process Model V 3.1
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QUESTION 6
What is the goal of the first phase of the MSF Process Model?
A. To determine the project costs and delivery date.
B. To gain customer approval and budget allocation.
C. To create a high-level view of the project's goals, constraints, and solution.
D. To determine the technology and development environment for the solution.
E. To create the solution architecture and design, project plans, and schedules.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Envisioning, by creating a high-level view of the project's goals and constraints, can serve as an early form of
planning; it sets the stage for the more formal planning process that will take place during the project's planning
phase.
Microsoft White Pages MSF Process Model V 3.1
QUESTION 7
In which activities is the release management role engaged during the fourth phase of the MSF Process
Model? (Choose two)
A. Pilot setup and support.
B. Bug reporting and analysis.
C. Site deployment and support.
D. Operations and support training.
E. Defining operations acceptance criteria.
Answer: A, D
Explanation:
Release Management
Pilot setup and support; deployment
planning; operations and support training
Microsoft White Pages MSF Process Model V 3.1
QUESTION 8
What does the MSF Process Model do? (Choose two)
A. Emphasizes planning over design.
B. Maintains regular customer visibility to the project.
C. Defines a step-by-step methodology for development.
D. Keeps the solution aligned with the business objectives.
E. Identified a single point of contact for project requirements.
Answer: B, D
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